BIOINSPIRED DESIGN COURSE

INTEGRATIVE BIOLOGY C32 – SPRING 2023
Control Number: 23722 | Units 3
Letters & Science C30Z: 23715
Instructor: Professor Robert Full
Location MW 12-1P, 245 LKS
F Discussion, 10 Jacobs Hall

Discovery COURSE!

All Fields and Levels Welcome
Engineering, Biology, Medicine, Art, Architecture and Business

Learn from Nature
Design New Technologies for Health, the Environment and Safety

Use Design Innovation Institute - Jacobs Hall
Diverse Teams Create Design Projects

Discuss Bioinspired Design Case Studies
Gecko-inspired Adhesives, Robots that Run, Fly and Swim, Artificial Muscles, Computer Animation, Medical Devices and Prosthetics

Contact: Robert Full, rjfull@berkeley.edu

Join Berkeley BioDesign Community (RSO) Now

http://biodesign.berkeley.edu